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ABOUT US

The priority of the industrialists active in the industry is to ensure the durability and development of the industry which 

is the locomotive sector of our developing country. In this respect, companies manufacturing final goods and 

semifinished goods in industry make a great contribution to country's economy. 

Being part of production sector in Turkey since 1974, Rolmot Conveyor started its activities as a family-owned business. 

Our company has proved its success in the metal industry sector from the first day of its establishment, considered its 

goal in the first place and achieved significant successes in all fields it takes part. In 2008 Rolmot Conveyor taking a big 

step of institutional structure under the name of Rolmot Konveyor Machine Industry and Trade Limited Company it 

continues its production activities in  2.000m² closed facility with lastest technologic machines, equipments and 

automation systems. 

Among the developing industry sector our company maximises the utility of the products attained by the clients which 

are compatible with the international standards without compromising the quality and supplies the needs of final 

goods of the industry.

Paying a great importance to R&D studies, Rolmot Conveyor is following thriving technology and  designing future 

products with recent technologies and experianced team.

Always having the principle of customer satisfaction our company will continue its consistent services without 

compromising its reliable and stable structure.

CONVEYOR
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CONVEYOR SYSTEMS

ROLLER CONVEYOR

CHAIN CONVEYOR

BELT CONVEYOR

Enables the transportation of the goods under 100 kg like boxes, 

packages with the help of man power or gravitiy by beveling at a certain 

amount.

  Area Of Usage;

- Food Facilities

- Airports

- Factories

- Automation Feeder Units

- Packaging Facilities

- Conveying Systems

  Product Range

- Galvanize Coating

- Aluminium

- Chrome Steel

- Silicon Coating

- Materials on Demand

The goods like palletised ones and boxes which cannot be controlled by 

man power  over 100 kg this system enables to control and stop on 

specified points by the help of the pulley power driven from motor and 

chain sprocket.

  Area Of Usage;

- Factories

- Automation Feeder Units

- Packaging Facilities

- Conveying Systems

- Warehouses

- Storage and Supply Areas

  Product Range

- Galvanize Coating

- Static Paint

- Chrome Steel

- Silicon Coating

- Materials on Demand

System enables the light goods to be carried sensitively from one point 

to another on belt. Belt type depends on the product features. The 

movement can be driven by the drum connected to motor.

  Area Of Usage;

- Food Facilities

- Airports

- Factories

- Assembly Lines

- Weighing Systems

- Servo Controlled Lines

  Product Range

- PVC Belt

- PU Belt

- Felt Belt

- Silicon Belt

- Threaded Belt

- Speciality Belts

CONVEYOR
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CONVEYOR ROLLERS

In rubber belt conveyor systems rollers are the most 

important elements help the system work correctly. In order to 

utilize the power driven from the motor in the system the 

rollers should work at minimal friction, pressure, axial 

movement and leaking ratio. 
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As Rolmot Conveyor family, we manufacture rollers 

without compromising the quality,and we make 

production in accordance with world standard DIN 

22112 norm.

Fast, complete and on-time delivery with high 

production capacity, technological infrastructure and 

the most advanced production technologies that will 

always carry customers forward

EN 10219 St-37,2 Welded Steel Tube

 51mm - 159mm thickness

C1040 - C1050  Cold Drawn J6 Sensitive Tolerance

 17mm - 40mm diameter

TS 6269 DIN 625 C3 Series

ZZ (Double Side Metal Cover) 

2RS (Double Side Plastic Cover)

HRP A1 Quality Cold Sheet Metal

2mm - 5mm thickness    

Nylon 6

Tube

            

Shaft

Bearing

Bearing Housing

Labyrinth
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CONVEYOR ROLLERSCONVEYOR

CARRYING ROLLER

Rollers working under the belt in rubber belt conveyor systems carries 

the whole system's weight. Pipe diameter is 48mm up to 159mm. 

Bearings and shaft diameters are up to customers' preferences. 

IMPACT ROLLER

Rollers working under the belt in rubber belt conveyor systems 

absorbes the pressure directed to main frame on the point where the 

material loading is done. Including rubber belt the roller diameter is 

89mm up to 159mm. 

RETURN ROLLER WITH RUBBER DISC

The rollers placed under the main frame in rubber belt conveyor 

systems, it helps tracking the belt and cleaning. Including rubber belt 

roller diameter is 89mm up to 159mm.

  Area of Usage;

- Concrete Batching Plants

- Asphalt Plants

- Mine Pits

- Crushing Screening Plants

  Technical Details;

- Tube : EN 10219, St37,2

- Shaft : C1040

- Bearing : ORS, FAG, SKF etc.

- Cover : HRP A1

- Rubber : Shore 60-65

  Area of Usage;

- Concrete Batching Plants

- Asphalt Plants

- Mine Pits

- Crushing Screening Plants

  Technical Details;

- Tube : EN 10219, St37,2

- Shaft : C1040

- Bearing : ORS, FAG, SKF etc.

- Cover : HRP A1

- Rubber : Shore 60-65

  Area of Usage;

- Concrete Batching Plants

- Asphalt Plants

- Mine Pits

- Crushing Screening Plants

  Technical Details;

- Tube : EN 10219, St37,2

- Shaft : C1040

- Bearing : ORS, FAG, SKF etc.

- Cover : HRP A1

- Rubber : Shore 60-65
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RUBBER COATED ROLLER 

The rollers working under the belt in rubber belt conveyor systems 

absorbes the pressure where the materials dumped alternatively to 

impact rollers. Pipe diameter is 60mm up to 133 mm and can be rubber 

coating on the prefered thickness.

  Area of Usage;

- Concrete Batching Plants

- Asphalt Plants

- Mine Pits

- Crushing Screening Plants

  Technical Details;

- Tube : EN 10219, St37,2

- Shaft : C1040

- Bearing : ORS, FAG, SKF etc.

- Cover : HRP A1

- Rubber : Shore 60-65

SIDE ROLLER

The rollers in rubber belt conveyor systems avoids belt slippage and 

aline the belt. Side rollers manufactured with standard dimensions are 

between 60mm to 108mm metric 16 sprockets can be designed on 

demanded sizes. 

SPROCKET ROLLER

The rollers takes part in conveyors systems without belt help system to 

move entirely, to drive the rollers and spread the Power equally via 

chains taken from one point . It can be produced in all sizes and 

diameters with the desired module and cycle.

  Area of Usage;

- Concrete Batching Plants

- Asphalt Plants

- Mine Pits

- Crushing Screening Plants

  Technical Details;

- Tube : EN 10219, St37,2

- Shaft : C1040

- Bearing : ORS, FAG, SKF etc.

- Cover : HRP A1

- Rubber : Shore 60-65

  Area of Usage;

- Factories

- Automation Feeder Units

- Packaging Facilities

- Conveying Systems

- Warehouses

- Storage and Supply Areas

  Technical Details;

- Tube : EN 10219, St37,2

- Shaft : C1040

- Bearing : ORS, FAG, SKF etc.

- Cover : HRP A1

- Sprocket: 3/8, 5/8 , 3/4 etc.
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CONVEYOR BELTCONVEYOR

EP series: The wrap is polyester and the weft is polyamide. Elongation is %0 2 in %100 load.

-Low desiccant

-High resistance

-Small specific gravity

-Small elongation

-Resistance to impacts caused by 

winding to drums and throwing

-Resistance to alternative tensions 

caused by curvature changes.

-Resistance to abrasive effects of the 

material 

-Long life

Fabric Type

Fabric Weight (g/m²)

Fabric Thickness (mm)

Warp Tensile Strength (kg/cm)

Weft Tensile Strength (kg/cm)

EP 125-200

690

1.05

250

100

Structure Properties of Rubber Belt

The most economical and efficient system used for the 

transportation of Aggregates is conveyor belts, which 

can minimize the human factor and provide a fast and 

safe way to transport all kinds of wet and dry material. 

The main component of the conveyors is the rubber belt.

Rubber Belt

It is manufactured as open or closed in desired thickness, 

width, and length.

The conveyor belts that are carrying the conveyor must 

be resistant to the tensile force required for movement, 

to mechanical and corrosive abrasion effects of the 

material, to the noise, temperature and coolness.

Properties of Rubber Belt

High Set Chevron Belt Chevron BeltClose (endless) Belt Open Belt
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Wire mesh belts are reliable in industrial furnaces of 1150 C° in the 

more aggressive environments where steel will be easily 

disintegrated. It allows the transport of both small and large parts 

with its dense surface area. They are reliable and durable with 

efficient and fast movement of heavy loads (60 kg / m2).

Wire Mesh Belt

X1

X2

Y1

Y2

Y1 Y2 X1 X2

3.30 mm

3.80 mm

4.00 mm

4.70 mm

5.00 mm

8.00 mm

7.00 mm

6.00 mm

6.00 mm

6.00 mm

7.00 mm

14<19 mm

0.80 < 1.20 mm

0.80 < 1.20 mm

0.80 < 1.20 mm

0.80 < 1.20 mm

1.00 < 1.50 mm

1.50 < 2.50 mm

1.20 < 2.00 mm

1.20 < 2.00 mm

1.20 < 2.00 mm

1.20 < 2.00 mm

1.20 < 2.00 mm

2.00 < 4.00 mm

Pitch Pitch Wire Broach

-General Conveyors

-Special Conveyors

-Paper Wool Drying Machines

-Biscuit-Bread Cooking Machines

-Glass Industry

-Glass Mosaic

-Preserves

-Food Freezing

-Canned Fruit Transport-Washing

-Plywood

-Resistant Transporter in High 

Temperature Furnaces

-Marble Washing

-Dried Nuts Washing and Oiling

-Pharmacy Sector

-Gun Industry

Usage of Areas
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STEEL MESH SIEVESCONVEYOR

Steel sieves is manufactured from high carbon steel in various type of sizes and mesh sizes. Steel mesh sieves are 

manufactured according to the wire diameter and hole sizes, and then the edge of the sieves that will be placed 

on the sidewalls of the screen machine, are bent with DKP sheet metal.

Steel mesh sieves have awide usage areas. For example; Sand, 

Gravel Sieving and washing facilities, Cement factories, Flour Mills, 

Asphalt plants, Mining quarries, Fertilizer Industry, Food Industry 

and Chemical Industries.

Our steel sieves are manufactured from high carbon steel tin 

in accordance with SAE J403:2009 1010, DIN EN ISO 16120-

2:2001 C66D, DIN EN ISO 16120-P2 C52D, DIN EN 10083-2 

C45E

The chemical components of high carbon steel wires that we 

use are.

C

MN

SI

P

S

0.40

0.50

0.15

MAX

MAX

0.75

0.90

0.40

0.025

0.025

Usage of Areas

Features
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Tel : +90 312 354 34 74      Fax : +90 850 227 73 17      info@rolmot.com.tr
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